. Growth factor array data for 40 growth factors. For each condition, the concentration of the growth factor was calculated by subtracting the raw sample concentration from the media control baseline (i.e. [sample] = [raw sample] -[media control]). Thus concentrations in the table represent the mean±SD concentration of growth factor contributed by the presence of the MSC in pg/ml. Concentration values that were either below the media control baseline or the Assay Detection Limit (DL) are labeled '< DL'. If the media control was < DL, then no subtraction was performed on the sample concentration for the given growth factor. Each growth factor was measured 4 times and if 3 of the 4 measurements were below the detection limit, they were listed as '<DL'.
. Growth factor array data for 40 growth factors. For each condition, the concentration of the growth factor was calculated by subtracting the raw sample concentration from the media control baseline (i.e. [sample] = [raw sample] -[media control]). Thus concentrations in the table represent the mean±SD concentration of growth factor contributed by the presence of the MSC in pg/ml. Concentration values that were either below the media control baseline or the Assay Detection Limit (DL) are labeled '< DL'. If the media control was < DL, then no subtraction was performed on the sample concentration for the given growth factor. Each growth factor was measured 4 times and if 3 of the 4 measurements were below the detection limit, they were listed as '<DL'.
For each growth factor, a one-way ANOVA with Sidak correction for multiple comparisons was performed to compare cryo-MSC to fresh MSC under stimulated and unstimulated conditions. A p-value <.05 was considered significant and multiplicity adjusted p-values are provided in the 
FGF--7 109 ± 16 < DL 57 ± 57 NA --< DL < DL NA --13
NT--4 < DL < DL 72 ± 12 NA --< DL < DL NA --13 Figure S1 . Full length blots from which the cropped blots in (A) Fig 2A and (B) Fig 2B were derived. Molecular weight markers were annotated based on the location of pre-stained molecular weight markers.
